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We are thrilled to welcome you to the 2nd Annual Independent Secondary School 
Health and Wellness Summit.  This summit represents our collective commitment 
to the health and wellbeing of our students and our communities, and the collabora-
tion necessary to support them.  This year, Phillips Academy and the Independent 
School Health Association have come together again to present the summit.  The 
theme of our second summit is “Strengthening Our Commitment to the Whole Stu-
dent and the Whole Community“.  We will focus on three themes that we believe 
are important to all of us as we continue our work within health and wellness – Em-
pathy and Balance, Equity and Inclusion, and Creativity and Innovation.  While the 
three themes were borrowed from Andover’s 2014 Strategic Plan, the inspiration 
comes from our students who are coming to our schools with increasingly diverse 
experiences, identities, strengths, and opportunities.  In order to help our students to 
achieve their best in good health and with collective wellness, we need to focus on 
the challenges of today.  These three themes reflect critical components of health 
and wellness that intersect with the current generation of students in a variety of 
ways.  It is our work together, collaboratively, inter-sectionally, and across disci-
plines that will strengthen our work with students.

We hope that this summit continues to foster collaboration as we develop guiding 
principles and best practices together in support of independent secondary school 
health and wellness.  Thank you for your commitment to this work and for your par-
ticipation in today’s summit.

With gratitude,

Amy Patel, M.D.
Medical Director and
Co-Director of Wellness Education,
Phillips Academy

Miguel Marshall, Ed.D.
Executive Director, Independent 
School Health Association
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CONTENT

David Gleason, Psy.D. PLENARY SPEAKER

Anxiety and depression, and their dangerous manifestations – substance abuse, eating disorders, self-injury and suicide – are 
increasing student conditions in competitive schools throughout the US and all around the world. Paradoxically, most of these 
schools promote themselves as educational communities committed to students’ holistic development in academics, athletics 
and the arts, as well as in their personal, social and emotional growth. So why are so many students struggling? David Gleason 
has investigated these concerns in schools around the world, and has found almost complete unanimity in how educators and 
parents have responded to his interviews. In sum, these caring and dedicated adults fully admit to overscheduling, overworking 
and, at times, overwhelming their students and teenaged children. It is this conflict – adults wanting to educate and parent ado-
lescents in healthy and balanced ways, but simultaneously, overscheduling, overworking and, at times, overwhelming them – 
that is at the heart of this presentation.

Clinical Psychologist for children and adolescents in 
independent schools and Author of ”At What Cost? : Defending 

Adolescent Development in Fiercely Competitive Schools”

Aggie Kip, M.S., R.D., C.S.S.D.

Michael Giampa LUNCH SPEAKERS

Many of our students think of food as simply a fact of life, something they deal with three or four times a day, never thinking of 
it as having significant value, of which awareness can yield demonstrable benefits. To complicate things, most nutrition informa-
tion that students find on the internet is false, misleading and sometimes dangerous. The food provided for today’s program was 
chosen specifically to afford you, the participant, a chance to learn about the power of performance dining firsthand. Eating 
nutrient-dense foods is exactly the opposite of eating empty calories, as adolescents all too often do. Throughout the day, we 
challenge each of you, as a result of each eating episode, to recognize experientially the positive effects of  the “fuel” you have 
put in your “engine.” As you leave here, we urge you to “digest” what you have about nutrient-dense eating as a first step to pro-
moting a broader understanding of “power eating” among young people, as well as yourselves.

Nancy Jo Sales addresses the themes of Equity and Inclusion, Empathy and Balance, and Creativity and Innovation in her talk 
about social media: "...Empathy, because we are less likely to see the person on the other side of a screen as fully human, and 
research tells us that from behind a screen we are less empathetic, more aggressive and even less ethical. Balance because 9 to 
11 hours a day—which is how many hours a day research tells us most kids are now on some kind of screen---is simply too 
much; it takes away from other things, including in person time with friends and family. Equity and inclusion because social 
media culture is a culture flooded with misogyny and racism, which is a central discussion in my book. Innovation and 
creativity because our brains need down-time from screens to process information and do the work of the brain to be creative, 
innovative and intuitive."

Nutrition Counselor and Performance Dietitian 
Coordinator of Nutrition Programs, Phillips Academy

CLOSING SPEAKERNancy Jo Sales, M.F.A.
Award-winning journalist and New York Times best-selling Author of 

“American Girls: Social Media and the Secret Lives of Teenagers”

KEYNOTE SPEAKERSheryl Petty, Ed.D.

What does this moment in our nation call on us to be and do? How do we support ourselves and one another to grow and learn 
in relation to equity and compassion? How do we cultivate these as essential capacities for building healthy communities and a 
healthy society? Sheryl Petty’s presentation will support practitioners to reflect on how to embed these qualities as core, essen-
tial aspects of education, for adults and youth. The presentation and table dialogues will include reflection on current practices, 
intractable areas, supports needed, possible solutions, and resources for next steps.

Consultant on Equity, Systems Change & Personal Transformation

Food Service Director, Phillips Academy and ARAMARK



WORKSHOPS
Equity & Inclusion

Rosetta Eun Ryong Lee, B.A., Outreach Specialist at Seattle Girls’ School 
and Diversity Speaker and Trainer

Independent schools, as well as the organizations that advocate for and support them, have made numerous advances toward 

more equitable and inclusive school communities. As we continue to realize a more accurate conceptualization of the 'whole 

student', our collective commitment to equity and inclusion is fundamental to a healthy school environment, culture, and 

community. Schools often approach equity and inclusion work in an intellectual way through curriculum, yet there are health 

and psychological realities and impacts for students and adults in the community.  In this working session, we will identify 

ways that equity and inclusion show up in our programs, support systems, and how people access them (or don't).

1. How do we improve support for our current students and responsibly acknowledge our schools' evolving com-

munities?

2. How do we identify the needs of our students and comprehensively address those needs while meeting students

where they are?

Empathy & Balance
Karen Craddock, Ed.D., Ph.D. Lead Scholar in Relational-Cultural Theory and Social Action

Embedding health, wellness, and social-emotional skills into schools is a 21st century necessity.  Topics to consider include 

sleep, achievement, resilience, belonging, physical activity, conflict resolution, sexual health, and mutual understanding of 

differences. In the context of our rigorous academic environments, each of these topics and others across the domains of 

health can present significant challenges to empathy, inclusivity, performance, achievement, and the pursuit of happiness.

1. What do we really mean when we say, 'health and wellness', and what does 'achievement' look like in a

healthy school culture?

2. How have schools introduced and sustained health and wellness education, culture, and programming?

3. How do we prioritize mutual understanding and individual well-being as essential to a thriving community?

4. What makes a health curriculum inclusive and intersectional?

Creativity & Innovation
Carrie Barron, M.D., Director of the Creativity for Resilience Program at

 Dell Medical School in Austin, Texas and a board-certified psychiatrist/psychoanalyst

Developing a health and wellness curriculum that is current, relevant, and a match for a school’s needs takes creativity and 

innovation. Pedagogy is evolving to address how students learn best in the digital age. It is essential that we acknowledge stu-

dents’ widespread use of technology, help them access vetted and validated health and wellness tools and information, and 

explore new approaches to student engagement.  Stress, anxiety and depression have reached concerning levels in secondary 

schools. While some of this might be explained by hardwiring, cultural values can trigger or suppress underlying conditions. 

Studies show that creativity and meaningful human connection build resilience, self-efficacy and more frequent moments of 

happiness.  Deep, sustained engagement with a person or a project can save lives. How might we work with children in school 

settings to help them flourish in this technological time?  How does tech interfere with wellness and how might it help?

1. How do we develop "experiential, interdisciplinary, and multidisciplinary" health and wellness courses that

engage students in socially and emotionally complex topics?

2. How do we steer students towards current and accessible health information through digital tools?

3. How do we inform students on how to balance their time across social media, extracurricular activities, home-

work, relationships, and electronic communication?
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SPEAKER BIOS

Karen Craddock, Ph.D.
Karen Craddock is an Applied Developmental Psychologist, Trainer-Coach and Action 

Researcher concentrating on the socio-cultural context and relational frameworks of 

human development, equity and capacity building across sectors. Her explorations of 

psycho-social functioning include race/gender intersectionality, womanism, mothering 

and mentoring, social-emotional learning, systems of care and the neurophysiology of 

inclusion. Dr. Craddock is a lecturer at Tufts University and faculty lead scholar of Rela-

tional-Cultural Theory and Social Action at JBMTI Wellesley College. She is a steering 

member/program developer for EmbraceRace, senior director of community engage-

ment for the Sodina project, and founder of KCollaborative Connections, a relation-

ship-based consultation and coaching practice. Dr. Craddock is editor/author of Black 

Motherhood(s): Contours, Contexts and Considerations, and co-editor of the forthcom-

ing Transforming Community: The Radical Reality of Relationship. She is the develop-

er of the analytical framework "Profiles of Resistance to Marginalization”, as well as 

co-developer of the “S.T.O.P. model” addressing the pain of social exclusion by explor-

ing relational neuroscience and optimal forms of resistance that build resilience. Each 

endeavor is exemplary of her work at the nexus of research and practice that aims for 

overall efficacy and wellbeing on the individual and institutional levels. (Harvard Uni-

versity, Ed.M;Tufts University, Ph.D.)

Carrie Barron is the Director of the Creativity for Resilience Program at Dell Medical 

School in Austin, Texas and a board-certified psychiatrist/psychoanalyst. She served on 

the faculty of the Columbia College of Physicians and Surgeons and maintained a pri-

vate practice in New York City for almost two decades. Dr. Barron along with her hand 

surgeon husband, Dr. Alton Barron is the author of The Creativity Cure: How to Build 

Happiness With Your Own Two Hands, published by Scribner in 2012. Dr. Barron has 

published in peer-reviewed journals, won several academic awards and presented origi-

nal works on creativity and self-expression at national meetings of the American Psy-

choanalytic Association. Via articles, interviews and quotes, she contributes to many 

podcasts, radio shows, magazines and newspapers. Dr. Barron maintains a blog on Psy-

chology Today, is a frequent contributor to the Dell Medical School blog, and has taught 

at the Hudson Valley Writers Center and Columbia and is on the Honorary Board of

RiverArts.

Carrie Barron, M.D.

Michael Giampa
Michael Giampa joined Phillips Academy in the spring of 2006 and has been with ARA-

MARK since 1991. He has held many positions in both Business Dining and Higher Ed-

ucation. He enjoys all aspects of food service but really loves the challenges of manag-

ing the day to day business of such a large, prestigious school.



SPEAKER BIOS
Aggie Kip completed her B.S. in nutrition at the University of New Hampshire, then 

moved on to a dietetic internship at Mass. General and emerged as a Registered Dieti-

tian in 1977. In 1984 she completed her M.S. in nutrition at Framingham State Col-

lege, where major landmark research in heart health was in progress.

Mrs. Kip had already come to Phillips Academy as a consultant nutrition counselor in 

1980, when P.A. had recently merged with Abbot Academy and needed to revise its 

food service to serve the specific needs of young women as well those of young men. 

Under the direction and mentorship of Andover’s medical director, her position quick-

ly evolved to include weaving her role into all aspects of student life – coaching 

fitness and yoga, dorm counseling, admissions interviewing, academic advising, all in 

addition to nutrition counseling.

By way of example, in 1990 Mrs. Kip’s concern for the wrestling team’s struggles in 

weight management and energy maintenance led her to meet with the head wrestling 

coach, Nick Kip, to address how she might help his wrestlers with intelligent 

approaches to food and fluid intake which would support them in their pursuit of 

greater athletic success. An unexpected, but happily serendipitous, result of this proj-

ect was that Aggie and Nick decided to get married in 1998 and remain blissfully so.

In 2009 she pursued a challenging opportunity to become a Certified Specialist in 

Sports Dietetics (CSSD), one of the first CSSDs working at the secondary-school 

level (even now the others mostly work for  Division One colleges and professional 

teams). This rarefied expertise puts her in a very small but growing percentage of 

Registered Dietitians in the United States. Not surprisingly, in 2013 our Head of 

School John Palfrey asked Mrs. Kip to collaborate with colleagues in food service and 

athletics to develop our own system in eating for performance (athletic AND academ-

ic), modeled on Stanford’s highly effective Performance Dining program. The posi-

tive feedback from both students and faculty on the nutritional quality of our current 

dining hall food has been most encouraging.

This year, in an exciting new venture, Mrs. Kip has been delighted to be part of the 

school’s Climate Action Plan Working Group, which will present it to the Trustees in 

the fall. Since food production (and consumption) is a major factor in any climate-ac-

tion plan – the school’s, the state’s, the nation’s – it will continue to engage her ener-

gies in new and highly creative ways.

Another important development in boarding-school nutrition counseling is the dra-

matic rise in food allergies, which have increased Mrs. Kip’s responsibilities consid-

erably. Because adolescent eating habits are highly variable, she has to meet with each 

student individually to develop plans to keep her/him on track with appropriate 

accommodations in meal-to-meal choices. In this food-allergy work, as well as in the 

performance-dining program, she has successfully collaborated with Mike Giampa, 

her co-presenter today.

Aggie Kip, M.S., R.D., C.S.S.D.



SPEAKER BIOS

Rosetta Eun Ryong Lee, B.A.
Rosetta Lee serves Seattle Girls’ School in dual roles. SGS is an innovative school for 

Junior High School girls, aiming to empower women leaders and change agents and dedi-

cating its energies to a diverse community of students and faculty, an anti-bias mission, 

and an integrated curriculum.  As a faculty member, Ms. Lee teaches subjects such as 

science, math, technology, art, ethics, model building, and more.  As a professional out-

reach specialist, she designs and delivers trainings for all constituencies of the school 

community, as well as the local and national educational and nonprofit sectors.

Since 2004, Ms. Lee has been a diversity speaker and trainer on a variety of issues, includ-

ing cross cultural communication, identity development, prejudice reduction and coalition 

building, gender and sexuality diversity, facilitation skills, bullying in schools, and gender 

bias in the classroom.  Ms. Lee has presented at numerous conferences and nonprofit orga-

nizations such as the White Privilege Conference, Junior League, and City Year.  She has 

also worked with over 175 K-12 public and independent schools throughout the country, 

as well as a number of colleges and universities. She has served several years on the facul-

ty of the National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS) Diversity Leadership Insti-

tute, as well as NAIS' diversity think-tank cadre, Call to Action. 

Ms. Lee has served as President on the Board of Directors of SMARTgirls, a Director on 

the Board of the Northwest Association for Biomedical Research (NWABR), Chair of the 

2006 Seattle Expanding Your Horizons Conference, Co-Chair of the 2006 NAIS People of 

Color Conference, Think Tank Member of the 2012 NAIS Annual Conference, and as a 

trainer/facilitator with the National Coalition Building Institute. Ms. Lee is the recipient of 

the 2007 Outstanding Partner in Education Award from the Northwest Association for 

Biomedical Research and recipient of the 2005 Distinguished Teacher Award for the 

Washington Federation of Independent Schools.

David Gleason, Psy.D.
David Gleason is a clinical psychologist who provides counseling and consulting services, 

as well as neuropsychological assessments, within public, independent and international 

schools. Dr. Gleason earned a B.A. in Psychology (1982) and an M.A. in Counseling Chil-

dren & Adolescents from Boston College (1987), and then a Psy.D. at William James Col-

lege (f.k.a. Massachusetts School of Professional Psychology) in 1993. Dr. Gleason then 

served as Administrative Director of Student Support Services at St. Paul’s School in Con-

cord, New Hampshire before opening his own practice in Concord, Massachusetts in 

2000. At that time, Dr. Gleason also joined Concord Academy as that school’s Consulting 

Psychologist. In addition, Dr. Gleason serves as Senior Neuropsychologist at Wediko 

Children’s Services in Boston, where he supervises pre and post-doctoral neuropsycholo-

gy interns and he co-teaches a professional development seminar. Finally, Dr. Gleason has 

taught psychology at the secondary, undergraduate and graduate levels, and he presents 

workshops and seminars at schools, national conferences in the United States, and at inter-

national conferences around the world. Dr. Gleason’s new book, At What Cost? Defend-

ing Adolescent Development in Fiercely Competitive Schools, was published in January, 

2017, and is available on Amazon.com. 



SPEAKER BIOS

Nancy Jo Sales is an award-winning journalist and author who has written for Vanity Fair, 

New York, Harper’s Bazaar, and many other publications. She is known for her reporting 

on youth culture and crime and for her profiles of pop-culture icons. She won a 2011 Front 

Page Award for “Best Magazine Feature” and a 2010 Mirror Award for “Best Profile, Dig-

ital Media.” Her 2013 book, The Bling Ring: How a Gang of Fame-Obsessed Teens 

Ripped Off Hollywood and Shocked the World, tells the true story behind the Sofia Cop-

pola film The Bling Ring, which was based on Sales’s 2010 Vanity Fair piece “The Sus-

pects Wore Louboutins.” Her most recent book, American Girls: Social Media and the 

Secret Lives of Teenagers, was a New York Times bestseller and explored social media’s 

effects on adolescents in an age when teens are coming of age in a hypersexualized online 

culture. Born in West Palm Beach, Florida, Sales graduated summa cum laude from Yale 

in 1986. She became a contributing editor at Vanity Fair in 2000. She has a daughter, 

Zazie, and lives in the East Village in New York City.

Nancy Jo Sales, M.F.A.

Sheryl Petty, Ed.D.
Sheryl Petty is a national consultant through her practice, Movement Tapestries and a 

senior consultant with Management Assistance Group (MAG). She has worked in educa-

tion, organizational development and systems change for over 20 years. This work has 

included roles as a high school teacher, project manager, executive director, developer of 

tools and frameworks to assess institutional functioning, and facilitation of planning pro-

cesses and dialogues focused on race, socioeconomics, gender and other dimensions of 

difference and their impact on relationships, institutional functioning and field-transfor-

mation. Her work has focused on promoting aligned approaches across multiple sectors 

in the education field including practice, capacity building, policy, research, community 

organizing, educator preparation and development, messaging and communications. Her 

expertise includes equity-driven change process design, facilitation, visioning, strategic 

planning, equity assessments, coaching, and cross-institutional, networked approaches to 

larger scale change and movement building. Clients have included school districts, 

non-profits, universities and foundations across the country.

Dr. Petty also has a long history of supporting individuals and groups in developing 

awareness practices, socio-emotional competencies, and mindfulness as core capacities, 

particularly in addressing emotionally complex and often tension-filled change processes 

related to equity. She has published in the areas of equity, systems change, inner work 

and capacity building in education and other sectors. She was most recently a Principal 

Associate with the Annenberg Institute for School Reform at Brown University, was a 

Fellow at Stanford University's Center for Opportunity Policy in Education, and is cur-

rently Adjunct Faculty at Teachers College, Columbia University as well as a Fellow 

with the Mind and Life Institute. Dr. Petty holds a B.A. in Mathematics, an M.A. in Sys-

tematic & Philosophical Theology, and an Ed.D. in Educational Leadership & Change. 
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AGENDA

Lunch + Presentation
McKeen Hall (Davis Hall)

Equity and Inclusion

Empathy and Balance

Creativity and Innovation

Rosetta Lee, B.A.

Karen Craddock, Ph.D

Carrie Barron, M.D.

McKeen Hall (Davis Hall)

Abbot Hall (School Room)

Draper Hall (McKeen Rooms)

Afternoon Plenary Session
11:30 A.M. TO 12:30 P.M. 

McKeen Hall (Davis Hall)

12:45 P.M. TO 2:00 P.M.

Closing Presentation
McKeen Hall (Davis Hall)

4:00 P.M. TO 5:00 P.M.

Break
2:00 P.M. - 2:15 P.M.

Breakout Session #2
2:15 P.M. - 3:45 P.M.

Break
12:30 P.M. TO 12:45 P.M.

Registration + Breakfast

Welcome + Keynote Address

Break

7:30 A.M. TO 8:00 A.M. 

8:00 A.M. TO 9:30 A.M. 

9:30 A.M. TO 9:45 A.M. 

McKeen Hall (Davis Hall)

McKeen Hall (Davis Hall)

Equity and Inclusion

Empathy and Balance

Creativity and Innovation

Rosetta Lee, B.A.

Karen Craddock, Ph.D

Carrie Barron, M.D.

McKeen Hall (Davis Hall)

Abbot Hall (School Room)

Draper Hall (McKeen Rooms)

Break
11:15 A.M. TO 11:30 A.M.

9:45 A.M. TO 11:15 A.M.
Breakout Session #1




